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Technic Discover Method For Using Pennies In Pay Phones

BANDER BOBBIN
Last Tuesday we left our Techman with theiggled Telephone about to be deposited upon by a representative of the telephone company. When the phone man arrived at the Hurd, the subscriber was out, but he quickly located the telephone in question and removed the offending equipment. The following morning Techman returned. Apparently, under the desk on which the phone was placed there was some sort of a connection which he determined to be a sympathetic transformer. "I can't figure out this thing," he said, "but I want to see if the bulb's been boiled." The telephone company takes the long view of removing the extraneous equipment, but the telephone company wants its money.

Lab Ass't Injured in Bldg. 6 Explosion

A fierce blast injuring a lab assistant and causing minor damage to the laboratory in Room 6-312 caused last Friday by an explosion of unknown origin. Apparatus which was in use at the time had been operating for a year and a half without accident.

The injured assistant is Miss Karen Haden. First aid was administered to her immediately by Dr. John W. Chamberlain and Dr. Walter O. Blanchard.
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SANDER RUBIN

"He's got something there! When it comes to girls Techman has the latest box. But every time his theory's been correct, it's come true; every time you've sold solid for Techman, they've been nuts. Denny's done it before!"